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a b s t r a c t 

Throughout the years having knowledge of Web users’ interests, navigational actions and preferences has 

gained importance due to the objectives of organizations and companies. Traditionally this field has been 

studied from the Web Mining perspective, particularly through the Web Usage Mining (WUM) concept, 

which consists of the application of machine learning techniques over data originated in the Web (Web 

data) for automatic extraction of behavioral patterns from Web users. WUM makes use of data sources 

that approximate users’ behavior, such as weblogs or clickstreams among others; however these sources 

imply a considerable degree of subjectivity to interpret. For that reason, the application of biometric tools 

with the possibility of measuring actual responses to the stimuli presented via websites has become of 

interest in this field. Instead of doing separate analyses, information fusion (IF) tries to improve results 

by developing efficient methods for transforming information from different sources into a single repre- 

sentation, which then could be used to guide biometric data fusion to complement the traditional WUM 

studies and obtain better results. This paper presents a survey of Biometric IF applied to the WUM field, 

by first defining WUM and its main applications, later explaining how the Biometric IF could be applied 

and finally reviewing several studies that apply this concept to WUM. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Throughout the last two decades, the Web has grown quickly

in usage and penetration, which has led to changes in the behav-

ior of people, businesses and organizations. It now seems almost

natural to use the Web daily to look for any sort of information, to

get products and services and to socially interact through different

platforms and websites. Hence, companies and organizations make

their best effort s to obt ain a position within this network in order

to attract and retain users and customers. To achieve this objective

it is necessary to be interesting and effective on the Web by having

more engaging websites than competitors. 

Nevertheless, the task of having outstanding websites is not

trivial at all. On the contrary, having specific knowledge about the

needs of potential users and customers along with the ability to

establish personalized services to satisfy these needs is essential

[1] . This is directly related to how people interact with websites,

how they behave while browsing, what their preferences are and

what zones drive their attention, ideas encompassed by the con-

cept of Web Usage Mining (WUM). 
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Web Usage Mining, defined as “the application of machine

earning techniques over Web data for automatic extraction of be-

avioural patterns from Web users ” [2] , makes use of different tech-

iques for modeling Web user experience, exploiting diverse Web

ata sources like Web server logs, clickstreams, and user profiles,

mong others [4] . WUM developments aim to produce behavioral

atterns that can be used as inputs to applications such as recom-

endation systems, visualization, Web analytics or report genera-

ion tools [6] . 

Typical WUM sources of data have led these studies in the

irection of a considerable level of subjectivity. There is a need

or more accurate and objective data to describe the navigation

nd preferences of Web users. As a result, biometric tools like eye

rackers (ET) or electroencephalography (EEG) [40,62] , have gained

resence in this field, because they allow researchers to measure

europhysiological responses to the stimuli presented via websites

nd thus, try to understand what is actually happening when users

rowse Web pages. 

There is another research approach focused on the analysis of

eystroke dynamics. Several studies have been performed with

he objective of describing and classifying keystroke biometrics

or identity verification [82,83,85,87,88] . Although these techniques

ave not been highly used in Web navigation and preferences

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.inffus.2017.02.006
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Fig. 1. HTTP protocol simplified diagram. First, a client sends a request with method and path, then the server sends a response with the status code and the requested 

content. Finally the server adds an entry to its log, with (at least) a timestamp, the client’s IP, the HTTP header and the response’s status code. 
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nalysis and lay beyond the scope of this article, it is interesting

o mention their existence, for information purposes. 

On the other hand, information fusion (IF) is defined as “the

tudy of efficient methods for automatically or semi-automatically

ransforming information from different sources and different points in

ime into a representation that provides effective support for human

r automated decision making ” [8,21–24] . IF first applications and

ethods were established in the military field, however, over time

everal non-military uses were found, for example, in the indus-

rial and commercial sectors [7] . In this regard, this paper intends

o review the biometric data analysis approach for WUM, address-

ng it as an existing application of IF. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the

raditional WUM methodology and principal applications are de-

cribed. Next, in Section 3 the biometric information fusion as

 complement for WUM is depicted, presenting a review of the

tate of the art on this topic and proposing a conceptual frame-

ork for guiding the biometric fusion process in the WUM field.

inally, in Section 4 we examine some literature reviews related to

his work. 

. Web user navigation and preferences analysis in general 

In this section we describe the traditional Web Usage Mining

ethodology by briefly depicting each step from a Data Mining

erspective and discussing some emblematic practical applications.

.1. Web mining overview 

Web Mining is the area of Data Mining which deals with the

xtraction of interesting knowledge from the World Wide Web

9] . The diverse data sources that originate in this domain lead to

he possibility of differentiating Web Mining into three main areas

f study [10,13] . On the one hand, there is Web Content Mining

WCM), related to the mining of knowledge from content present

n Web pages such as text, images, videos, etc. [11] . Furthermore,

eb Structure Mining (WSM) focuses on the hyperlink structure

f the Web [12] . Finally, Web Usage Mining Web (WUM) refers

o the automatic discovery and analysis of patterns in clickstream

nd associated data collected or generated as a result of user in-

eractions with Web resources on one or more Web sites [6,66] .

n this work we are centered in the analysis of Web users’ navi-

ation and preferences, which is directly related with WUM. Fig. 1

hows how the HTTP protocol works and how the data for WUM

riginates. 

.2. Web usage mining 

The WUM process could be described as a typical Data Mining

roblem, using Web content as input. This means that a typical
UM process can be divided into four stages, that are described

n the next sections. 

.2.1. Data collection 

This step considers the selection of the right data sources to ac-

omplish the objectives of the study. In the specific case of WUM,

he classical data sources are Web servers, clients that connect

ith servers, or intermediary sources like proxy servers. 

Web logs correspond to files in which the servers record every

ser request for resources of a particular website. These archives

ontain information about users’ navigational behavior, including

P, a timestamp, resource, server, browser type and version, re-

uest, method and status, among other data [15,16] . A log file is

hown in Fig. 2 . 

.2.2. Preprocessing 

In this stage, the collected data is processed in order to remove

he cases that are not useful for the purposes of the study. De-

ending on the source, the data would be preprocessed differently.

ypically, WUM preprocessing includes several sub-steps such as: 

Data filtering This is the process of cleaning the data in or-

der to remove entries not referred to users, such as static

files like graphics or sound files, or automatized crawlers,

like Google or Bing’s crawlers. 

User identification According to [16] , this is the process for

identifying individual users by observing their IP address. A

basic heuristic to do that is to use the combination of IP

and User-Agent fields in the web log to identify a single user

[20] . 

Pageview identification Page-view identification is the process

of determining which page file accesses contribute to a sin-

gle browser display [3] . 

Sessionization This is the process of segmenting the user ac-

tivity record of each user activity record of each user into

sessions, each one representing a single visit to the site [6] . 

Path completion This is the process of determining if there are

important accesses that are not recorded in the web log [19] .

This can happen because of the local cache that is masking

user requests or because of the user of the “back” button. 

These techniques have been surveyed previously in [17–20] . At

he end of this phase, according to [6] , we have a list of page views

nd user transactions: 

 = [(p 1 , w (p 1 )) , (p 2 , w (p 2 )) , . . . , (p n , w (p n ))] (1)

here t is a transaction, p i is a pageview and w ( p i ) is a weight as-

ociated to p i , for instance, the time a user spent with that page

iew. This type of data can be used as input for a posterior data

ining step, with some other preprocessing. For example, accord-

ng to [6] , if we index the n page views of a site with an index i , we
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Fig. 2. Typical web log. For the sake of space, some fields are omitted. 
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can make a vector � v = (w (p i )) i ∈{ 1 , ... ,n } . This vector can be passed to

a domain-independent (not necessarily associated to a web mining

task) data mining model or algorithm. 

2.2.3. Pattern discovery 

The third phase considers the utilization of different methods

and algorithms for pattern recognition and extraction. Depend-

ing on the objectives, statistical, machine learning or data min-

ing methodologies could be chosen in this step. The most com-

mon techniques applied in WUM include clustering (segmenta-

tion), classification (prediction), associative and sequential (naviga-

tional) analyses. 

2.2.4. Pattern and results analysis 

As a final part of the process, analyzing the discovered patterns

is a crucial step, since decisions are made out of these results. The

WUM process could be used to generate different outcomes, such

as personalization, recommender systems and content and struc-

ture improvements, among others. 

2.3. Web usage mining practical applications 

According to [2] , there are three main areas in which Web Us-

age Mining plays a key role. These areas correspond to Adaptive

Websites, Web Personalization, and Recommendation, the first one

being the basis of the WUM applications. As the pretensions of this

work are not to provide a thorough review of these, we will in-

clude a succinct description of each mentioned area. 

2.3.1. Adaptive websites 

Literally, an Adaptive Website (AWS) is a site that has the abil-

ity of adapting in regard to the needs or the preferences of its

users. As stated in [25] , AWS are “sites that semi-automatically im-

prove their organization and presentation by learning from visitor ac-

cess patterns ”. This kind of website has the capability of modify-

ing its structure and content based on the individual user behav-

ior [26] . These changes may alter the website or run the risk of

user rejection, in which case it is advisable to implement them as

recommendations for the visitor or the expert who maintains the

website [27] . 

2.3.2. Web personalization 

Nowadays, organizations face the necessity of attracting and re-

taining Web users as eventual customers. A plausible way to deal

with this is through Web Personalization, which can be defined as

an action that tailors the Web experience to a particular user or

set of users. Actions can range from making the presentation more

pleasing to predicting users’ needs and providing customized in-

formation [28] . The site is personalized through the highlighting of

existing hyperlinks, the dynamic insertion of new hyperlinks that

seem to be of interest for the current user, or even the creation

of new index pages [29] . The application of personalization is sur-

veyed in [14] . 

The objective of the personalization process is to provide users

with whatever they need at any time, without requiring them to

ask for it explicitly. That is to say, inferring the actual requirements

based on either previous or current navigational behavior or inter-

actions [30] . 
.3.3. Recommendation 

Recommendation systems can be generally defined as software

ools and techniques with the ability to provide suggestions of

tems that could be of use to a user, or in other words, to help

sers select an item from a large space of possible options [77–79] .

raditionally, these systems take Web users’ navigational or rating

ata as input to data mining or machine learning algorithms to

nd patterns that represent aggregate user models. Then, when-

ver a new user enters the system, their behavior will automat-

cally be matched with those patterns, and interesting items se-

ected as recommendations [80] . 

. Biometric information fusion for web user navigation and 

references analysis 

In this section we describe how the traditional WUM approach

as been enriched through the incorporation of biometric informa-

ion fusion at different levels. We briefly overview the information

usion field, then we describe some of the most-used technologies

n this regard. Afterwards, we depict how biometric information is

used to enrich traditional WUM approaches, focusing on the broad

evels of fusion of data sources and fusion of resources and tech-

iques. Finally, we propose a conceptual framework with the ob-

ective of guiding the biometric information fusion process in this

pecific scenario. 

.1. Information fusion overview 

The literature presents several definitions that could be associ-

ted with Information fusion. All of them coincide in terms of us-

ng concepts such as fusing, merging and aggregating or integrat-

ng information provided by multiple sources in order to generate

etter answers than using those sources separately. 

In 1991, the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) published a

ata fusion lexicon in which data fusion was defined as “A pro-

ess dealing with the association, correlation, and combination of

ata and information from single and multiple sources to achieve re-

ned position and identity estimates, and complete and timely as-

essments of situations and threats as well as their significance ” [73] .

all and Llinas in 1997 manifest that “Data fusion techniques com-

ine data from multiple sensors, and related information from associ-

ted databases, to achieve improved accuracies and more specific in-

erences than could be achieved by the use of a single sensor alone ”

32] . Similarly, based on his previous work, Wald adopted the fol-

owing definition: “data fusion is a formal framework in which are

xpressed means and tools for the alliance of data originating from

ifferent sources. It aims at obtaining information of greater quality;

he exact definition of ‘greater quality’ will depend upon the applica-

ion ” [33] . 

More recently, Boström et al. [8] , in attempting to establish a

ormal definition of IF as a field of research, reviewed more than

0 previous works regarding this topic, and came out with the next

tatement for defining it: “Information fusion is the study of efficient

ethods for automatically or semi-automatically transforming infor-

ation from different sources and different points in time into a rep-

esentation that provides effective support for human or automated

ecision making ”. 

Khaleghi et al. performed a thorough review of the state of the

rt in multi-sensor data fusion. They addressed its definition, ben-
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Fig. 3. Features used by an infrared-based eye tracker. Based on [54] . 
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fits, challenges and algorithms, as well as the emerging fusion

aradigms and the most recent and ongoing research [34] . 

It is important to remember that the first information fusion

pplications and methods were in the military realm. Afterwards,

ther sorts of non-military uses were absorbed into the IF point of

iew, including within the industrial and commercial sectors [7] .

ased on this last fact, we intend to formalize and review the

pplication of biometric information fusion to enrich traditional

UM analysis. 

.2. Diverse technologies to choose from 

In this study we are focused on reviewing studies that tend to

use diverse biometric data in order to complement the traditional

UM approach. These studies commonly make use of technolo-

ies capable of recording eye movements and brain activation. The

ost-used technologies correspond to the following: 

.2.1. Eye tracking 

This is a technique whereby an individual’s eye movements are

easured to determine where a person is looking in real time and

he sequence in which their eyes are shifting from one location to

nother [50] . 

The Eye-Tracker system available today measures point-of-

egard by the corneal-reflection and pupil-center method. The sys-

em consists of a standard desktop computer with an infrared cam-

ra mounted next to a display monitor, with an image processing

oftware to identify and track eye features. Infrared light from an

ED embedded in the infrared camera is first directed at the retina,

reating reflections that allow the eyes to be tracked [54] . Fig. 3

hows the features captured by an eye-tracker. 

As said before the pupil-center method needs a source of in-

rared light and a camera. These devices can be deployed attached

o a monitor, and the user has to be in a fixed position for it to

ork, or they can be deployed in a pair of glasses, offering more

reedom for the user. For instance in [51] , they offer devices with

oth ways of deployment. 

Regarding low-level data, the measurements given by this sys-

em are the position and size of the pupil. For instance, the sam-

ling rate of the eye tracker we dispose is approximately 20 Hz,

hereas the sampling rate of the one of [51] can be of 50 or

00 Hz, depending on the model. This signal can have noise from

linking, where the eye tracker loses the features for capturing the

ye gaze, and “saccades”, which are quick eye movements occur-

ing between more stationary points, called fixations, which is the

ata we have after cleaning. The data from the fixations can be ag-

regated, in one eye-tracking session or with several ones, in order

o determine the most watched points in an image, which makes

 fixation map [86] . These two types of data are shown in Fig. 4 . 

There are different studies where researchers have used such

echniques as eye tracking to analyze Web user behavior on

pecifics tasks, in order to improve website content and design. For

xample, in 2007, Cutrell and Guan researched how to improve the
eb search services using eye-tracking tools, concluding that these

re improved when information is added to contextual snippets,

ut performance is degraded for gravitational tasks [56] . 

.2.2. Electroencephalography (EEG) 

This is a medical-imaging technique that reads scalp electrical

ctivity generated by brain structures. The EEG is measured di-

ectly from the cortical surface and mostly involves the current

hat flows during synaptic excitations of the dendrites of many

yramidal neurons in the cerebral cortex. By this means, EEG al-

ows a measurement of the changes in the electrical potential over

ime between a signal electrode and a reference electrode [57,58] . 

An EEG system consists of electrodes, amplifiers and a record-

ng device. There are systems with 14, 32, 64 or 128 electrodes,

istributed in a standard localization defined by the International

ederation of Clinical Neurophysiology, which developed the 10–

0 electrode placement system [84] . Electrodes commonly consist

f silver or silver chloride disks, 1 to 3 mm in diameter, with long

exible leads that can be plugged into an amplifier. This amplifier

s connected to a recording device, generally a computer, which

hows the signals as a wave function over time. Two examples of

his system are EMOTIV’s Epoc+, which measures 14 channels at

28 or 256 samples per second [53] , and Biosemi’s ActiveTwo sys-

em, which is a generic biopotential measurement system (not only

or EEG, as the Epoc+) that can measure up to 280 channels at

192 samples per second [52] . Fig. 5 shows data obtained from an

EG device. A standard for EEG data (and other biosignals) is the

uropean Data Format (EDF) [89] , which, roughly speaking, speci-

es details of a generic signal, such as extreme values, dimensions,

tart and end times, number of samples (so the sampling rate can

e derived) and some annotations. 

The main uses of the EEG are in clinical settings to detect gross

athologies and epilepsies and in research facilities. But now, the

ewest research that uses this technique is applied to study human

ehavior in other disciplines. In 2006, Liang and colleagues devel-

ped a machine-learning algorithm referred to as Extreme Learn-

ng Machine (ELM) that does classifications of five mental tasks

rom subjects using EEG signals. ELM was compared with such

ther algorithms as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Back

ropagation Neural Network (BPNN). Their results showed that the

lassification accuracy of ELM is similar to SVM and BPMN. ELM

lso took less time to determine the parameters of the classifier

han other method [59] . 

.2.3. Functional magnetic resonance image (fMRI) 

This is a non-invasive technology for imaging the activation of

rain areas by various types of physical sensation or activity, prob-

em solving and movement. fMRI can map the brain, through de-

ection of changes in levels of blood oxygen in brain areas, gener-

ted by brain activities [60] . The change is produced by the oxygen

aturation of the hemoglobin, denominated the blood oxygenation

evel-dependent (BOLD) effect, which is described with mathemat-

cal models that explain how its signal is in function of O 2 lev-

ls [81] . The level of oxygenation influences the variation in the

lood’s magnetic resonance (MR) signal. When the concentration

f deoxyhaemoglobin (hemoglobin without oxygen) is low, the in-

ensity of the images captured by fMRI machines increases, and

ice versa. The data obtained by this method are 3-dimensional

mages of the brain and its neurons activation levels. Compared to

he technologies described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 , this tech-

ique is the most massive on data of the three. For instance, the

axby dataset [5] has, for every subject, approximately 300 MB

f data, corresponding to only 30 s of MRI measurements. Fig. 6

hows a frame from the Haxby dataset. 

In 2008, Ghebreab et al. [61] developed a methodology that al-

ows recognition of behavior patterns, using fMRI, to predict dif-
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Fig. 4. Eye-tracker-originated data. 

Fig. 5. 14-channel signal from an EMOTIV device. Source: own elaboration. 

Fig. 6. Data originated from an fMRI machine, from [5] . The gray pixels show the regions of the brain activated in a certain time, with an anatomical image as background. 

Source: own elaboration. 
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ferent human brain states through the study of complex stim-

uli. This method identifies important covariance between spatially-

distributed brain responses (measured with fMRI technology) and

stimuli. 

3.3. Fusion of data sources 

Several studies combine different data sources to complement

traditional WUM research or experiments from another perspec-

tive. Accordingly, this subsection includes studies that fuse, for ex-
mple, eye-tracking ocular positioning with Web object mapping

o analyze saliency. 

In the work presented in [36] , the authors implement an eye-

racking-based analysis in which 20 users were shown 361 web-

ages while performing information foraging and inspection tasks.

he main assumption was that gaze data could represent a proxy

f attention. Taking that into account, they developed an analysis

ramework, by first generating a tool that characterizes DOM el-

ments and then maps the users’ gazes to them, and second by

sing extracted web features in a machine-learning setting to pre-
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ict the salient elements of a web page. They also introduce the

oncept of mean fixation impact, which allows the identification of

he set of elements that are under the gaze of the user at a certain

ime. 

Loyola and Velásquez [38] proposed a graph-based analysis

ramework to study the dynamics of visual gaze from web users.

heir approach consisted of modeling Web objects as nodes, and

isual transitions (obtained with an eye tracker) as edges. Their

esults suggest that a graph-based analysis can capture, in a reli-

ble way, the dynamics of user behavior and the identification of

alient objects within a website. 

In 2010, Lee and Seo performed a usability study in which typ-

cal techniques were mixed with biosignal analysis. Specifically,

hey compared the results of a standard usability test using user-

ased evaluations (user performance measurements, keystroke 

nalysis, satisfaction questionnaires and interviews), with the re-

ults obtained from analyzing EEG and ECG data. They found that

sing this new biosignal-based approach was a reasonable and

aluable method for web evaluation, since they obtained 70% pre-

ision in the comparison [39] . 

In [42] a study about how people interact with Web search en-

ine result pages is presented by using eye tracking in combination

ith a systematic variation of types of tasks, quality of ads, and se-

uences in which ads of different quality were presented. Authors

easured the effects of these variables on the distribution of vi-

ual attention and on task performance, finding significant effects

or each variable. 

In [47] the authors proposed a biometric-based approach for

redicting Web user click intention, using pupil dilation data gen-

rated by an eye-tracking device in combination with Web object

apping as input. They intended to determine if this variable was

seful to differentiate choice and not-choice states, understanding

hoice as a click. They also tried to generate a classification model

ased on pupil dilation and ocular positioning features. Their re-

ults suggest that this variable could be used from a Web Intel-

igence point of view as a proxy of Web user behavior, in order

o generate an online recommender to improve Web site structure

nd content. 

The work of [48] focuses on the problem of detection of users’

reas of interest within Web pages. They claim that the attention

evel while browsing is a more reliable indication of the level of

nterest. Authors implemented an experiment where the EEG sig-

als were captured in real time, while a background script in a

eb browser captured the section of the web page currently being

iewed, calculating the percentage of the page that the user had

crolled to. They were able to determine and map the average at-

ention level within pages for a range of websites and users, which

ould be useful in diverse applications such as providing inputs of

ser behavior to web developers for better web design, ranking dif-

erent websites or videos as per user interest, inserting ads in the

egions of a web page where the user is more likely to pay atten-

ion to. 

In [56] the initial results of a project regarding the feasibility

f inferring web page relevance from eye-tracking data are shown.

uthors perform analyses of variance as well as classification al-

orithms in order to predict user-perceived Web page relevance,

emonstrating that it is feasible to infer document relevance from

ye-tracking data on Web pages. The results indicate that the com-

ination of eye fixation duration, pupil size and the probability of

ontinuing reading are good predictors of Web page relevance. 

In [63] , the authors explored the differences between search-

ng and surfing on cognitive and emotional responses to online

ews. They conducted an experiment where 92 subjects read three

npleasant news stories from a website. Half of the participants

cquired their stories by searching, while the other half acquired

heir stories by surfing, thus, with no previous information need
n mind. Heart rate, skin conductance, and corrugation activa-

ion were collected as measures of resource allocation, motiva-

ional activation, and unpleasantness, respectively, while partici-

ants read each story. Self-report valence and recognition accu-

acy were also measured. They found that the stories acquired by

earching elicited greater heart rate acceleration, skin conductance

evel, and corrugation activation during reading. These stories were

ated as more unpleasant, and their details were recognized more

ccurately than similar stories that were acquired by surfing. They

lso discussed the implications of these results for understanding

ow people process online media. 

In [64] the authors developed a methodology for identifying

ebsite Keywords , defined as “a word or possibly a set of words that

s used by visitors in their search process and characterizes the con-

ent of a given Web page or website ”, by analyzing plain text. Af-

erwards this methodology was extended to include the analysis

f other kinds of content present on websites, such as images or

ideos, and Website Objects which were defined as “any structured

roup of words or multimedia resource within a Web page that has

etadata to describe its content ”. They finally defined the Website

eyobjects as “a Web object or group of Web objects that attract Web

sers’ attention and that characterize the content of a given web page

r website ”, which objects would be the most probable elements

o be chosen or clicked on the website [65,67] . To further improve

he methodology and make it more objective, Velasquez et al. in-

orporated an eye-tracking-based analysis for estimating the time

pent on each object by each user, thus obtaining better results

68] . Finally, a pupil dilation approach was used to complement

he previous work, finding that the inclusion of pupillary activity

55] , although not conclusively, allows the extraction of a more ro-

ust Web Object classification, achieving a 14% increment in the

verall accuracy [69] . 

Finally, in [72] , the authors proposed a biological-based feature

omparison for identifying salient Web objects. Several features ex-

racted from eye tracking and EEG data were compared to a base-

ine given by the mean fixation impact introduced by Buscher in

36] . Their results showed that a relationship exists between EEG

eatures and the users’ attention to objects. In particular, the longer

he subjects watched an object, the less the brain signal appeared

isturbed. These results suggest that EEG features could be used to

dentify salient objects without considering the time users spend

n them, as was done in previously mentioned methodologies. 

.4. Fusion of biometric resources or techniques 

There is another group of studies in which sources of raw data

re not fused directly, the fusion is performed in a more abstract

ay, such as resources or techniques. 

The work of [41] examines the reliability of implicit feedback

enerated from clickthrough data in WWW search. Analyzing the

sers’ decision process using eye tracking and comparing implicit

eedback against manual relevance judgements, the authors con-

lude that clicks are informative but biased. While this makes the

nterpretation of clicks as absolute relevance judgements difficult,

e show that relative preferences derived from clicks are reason-

bly accurate on average. 

Furthermore, in [43] , the authors studied the relationship be-

ween location typicality and efficiency in finding target Web ob-

ects for the case of online shops, online newspapers, and company

eb pages. For this, they performed an eye-tracking study in com-

ination with data about mental models from their previous study

44] . They found that a typical object placement signified fewer

xations and a faster object finding. However, some Web objects

ere less sensitive to location typicality if they were more visually

alient and conformed to user expectations in appearance. 
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In [37] Dimpfel and Morys used a combination of eye track-

ing and EEG to perform an objective assessment of five commer-

cial websites. The eye-tracking device was used mainly for tracking

gaze movements, while diverse quantitative features were obtained

from the EEG. These features tried to measure users’ attention and

activation and then these reactions were compared with a typical

survey. The results showed that the use of EEG features could be

helpful in website analysis, but more studies are needed to confirm

if this kind of research could be helpful in other scenarios, such as

advertising. 

In 2005, Li et al. performed an eye-tracking experiment to as-

sess the users’ web page viewing behavior, with the objective of

finding some features to characterize it and proposing suggestions

for web design. Their conclusions include the stability of the fix-

ation duration distribution, the fixation duration dependency on

some crowd factors and web page contents, and the fact that users’

attentions were ordinal [45] . 

Djamasbi et al. examined the effect that pictures of faces had

on the visual appeal, efficiency and trustworthiness of a web page,

discovering that users believe that a page containing images of

people’s faces are more appealing and that it is easier to perform

tasks in them, as opposed to those that do not contain them. Fur-

thermore, the analysis revealed a strong positive correlation be-

tween trusting the informational content of a page and its visual

appeal [46] . They use eye tracking to refine the results obtained in

a preliminary study, which consisted of an online survey. 

In [49] an EEG is used to determine a user’s attention level and

utilize it in three different ways. First, as a control mechanism, to

control user interface elements such as menus or buttons. Second,

to make the web browser responsive to the current attention level.

Third, as a means for the web developer to control the user experi-

ence based on the level of attention paid by the user, thus creating

attention-sensitive websites. They present implementation details

for each of these and also explore issues in the system, together

with the possibility of an EEG-based web standard. 

The research of [70] used an eye tracker to track the eye-

movement process of 42 college students when they were surf-

ing websites with different manipulated levels of complexity and

when completing simple and complex tasks respectively. The study

examines how website complexity and task complexity jointly af-

fect users’ visual attention and behavior due to different cognitive

loads. Results show that task complexity can moderate the effect of

website complexity on users’ visual attention and behavior. Specif-

ically, when users conducted a simple task, fixation count and task

completion time were at the highest level on the website with

high complexity, while fixation duration was not significantly dif-

ferent on the websites with different complexity. However, when

users conducted a complex task on a website with medium com-

plexity, task completion time, fixation count, and fixation duration

were all at their highest level. The findings provide guidelines for

website managers and designers to maximize users’ visual atten-

tion. 

Based on an eye-tracking study of 30 subjects on 22 web pages

from 11 popular web-sites, the study presented in [71] intends to

explore the determinants of ocular behavior on a single web page

whether it is determined: by individual differences of the subjects,

different types of websites, the order of web pages being viewed,

or the task at hand. The results indicate that the gender of sub-

jects, the viewing order of a web page, and the interaction be-

tween page order and site type influences online ocular behavior.

Task instruction did not significantly affect web viewing behavior.

Scan-path analysis revealed that the complexity of web page de-

sign influences the degree of scan-path variation among different

subjects on the same web page. 
m  

f  
.5. A conceptual framework for biometric data fusion in the web 

sage mining field 

A practical model for information fusion was developed by the

oint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) Data Fusion Working Group

f the United States Department of Defense. This model originally

onsisted of four levels that allow the identification of the pro-

esses, functions, categories of techniques and specific techniques

pplicable to data fusion [73,74] . 

We modified the original model adding a fifth level, following

he same reasoning applied in different fields such as Intrusion De-

ection [90] , Computer Security [75] and Opinion Mining [31] . Next

he five levels are explained and related to each WUM process step.

• Level 0 - Data refinement: The lowest level of abstraction of

data is viewed in this level, by filtering and calibrating it. In

the WUM field, this level would be present in the data acqui-

sition phase, considering web logs and eye-tracking recordings,

for example. As in [31] , this level is analogous to the first step

of the architecture proposed by Dasarathy in 1997 [76] , Data In-

Data Out Fusion , where data is considered both an input and an

output. 
• Level 1 - Object refinement: This stage refers to the Prepro-

cessing step of the WUM pipeline, which is the alignment of

data into a common frame of reference or data structure, with

the objective of using it all together at a subsequent point. Ac-

cording to Dasarathy’s model, this is similar to the Data In-

Feature Out Fusion concept. In this level, the raw data is pre-

processed and transformed into features, for example EEG data

could be decomposed into frequency bands and transformed

into band power values to describe mental activity derived

from diverse stimuli. 
• Level 2 - Situation refinement: In this level, situational knowl-

edge and awareness is obtained. That is, the aggregation of ob-

jects as sets of features, which have been put into a higher

level of abstraction, permits a higher level of understanding of

how the system is working. Based on Dasarathy’s model, this

is related to the Feature In-Feature Out Fusion , where features

are supplied to methods, resulting in new sets of features to

be used subsequently. In the context of this work, an example

could be reducing the dimensionality of the problem, by per-

forming diverse feature selection algorithms such as Principal

Component Analysis (PCA). 
• Level 3 - Threat assessment: The current situation is assessed

based on juxtaposing the situational knowledge (of level 2)

with previously determined templates. Under the model of [76] ,

this is Feature In-Decision Out Fusion , due to the utilization of

refined features into models or algorithms resulting in mixed

decisions made by expert systems or humans. For instance, the

content or structure of a website could be improved by know-

ing the emotional behavior patterns of the audience. 
• Level 4 - Resource management: This last step considers a fur-

ther refinement of the current situation. More thorough analy-

sis could be made, in levels 0, 1 or 2, including acquiring new

or additional data, for example. 

Studying WUM implies the use of several sources of data, so

t is actually an information fusion problem problem per se . Fur-

hermore, using Biometric Information techniques for WUM anal-

sis would mean the utilization of more data sources, so the pri-

ary importance of JDL model is that it could be used to describe

he information fusion process in the particular subject we are ex-

loring in this paper. Level 0 of the JDL model could be used to

use diverse sources of data in the data acquisition step of the

UM problem, for instance the web log files and the web user eye

ovement in the screen. Likewise, level 1 could be used to trans-

orm the collected data into useful features as was done in the data
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Fig. 7. Conceptual framework for biometric data fusion in WUM. 
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reprocessing phase, the collected data must to be transformed in

eature vectors. Furthermore, pattern discovery matches with level

, since refined features correspond to the outputs of the applica-

ion of algorithms, whose results will be assessed in level 3, same

s in the pattern and results analysis stage. All these WUM steps

nd the JDL model’s levels could be revised at Level 4, for exam-

le, by including another source of data or changing the models for

ecognizing the patterns. Finally, the aggregation of the whole set

ould allow decisions to be made in order to utilize the knowl-

dge gained regarding the Web user behavior studied (see Fig. 7 ). 

. Related work 

In this section we present other surveys on the fields of Infor-

ation fusion and on Web Biometrics. It is important to remark

hat while there are many surveys on Information fusion, there are

uch fewer surveys on Web Biometrics, which shows how new

he field is. 

.1. Information fusion 

Regarding Information fusion, the reader can be referred to [31] ,

here the authors review the state of the art in Information fusion

pplied to opinion mining, and also review other 14 surveys in the

eld of Information fusion. Here we talk about other surveys not

overed by that work. In [91] the authors, in the context of social

ig data, explore works on ontology-based information fusion, that

s, integrating data with different conceptual structures and lin-

uistic differences, and social network integration, that is, integrat-

ng mismatching information from more than one social network a

ser can have an account on. This paper discusses the benefits of

using information when dealing with social data, characteristics

f data from social media, approaches for combining information

rom different sources, applications of information fusion in social

ig data and a proposal of future directions on the field. 

.2. Web biometrics 

To date, there are not many surveys on the use of biometrics for

eb usage mining. The work presented in [35] surveys the use of

ye tracking in investigations of online searches. Authors analyze
tudies that reveal how users view the ranked results on a search

ngine results page, the relationship between the search result ab-

tracts viewed and those clicked on, and whether gender, search

ask, or search engine influence these behaviors. They also discuss

he use of eye tracking in studying online behaviors and its limited

upport for analyzing scan-paths, or sequences of eye fixations. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented the biometric information fu-

ion approach as a complement of traditional Web Usage Mining

WUM) techniques to understand the navigational behavior and

references of Web users. We have briefly described the latter

eld, defined information fusion, reviewed some of the studies that

ave successfully implemented biometric information fusion in this

pecific context, and proposed a conceptual framework in order to

uide the biometric information fusion process in WUM systems. 

Since traditional WUM has always lacked real objectivity, the

pplication of these new biometric and physiological perspectives

s currently a positive step for such an important field. Creating

ystems which incorporate objective sources of knowledge such as

ye trackers, electroencephalograms or more advanced brain im-

gery tools, will lead to better and deeper results. Fusing these

ith emotional or cognitive models will promote a finer under-

tanding of Web user behavior and how to deliver what is really

eeded. Several previous studies have performed fusion without

ollowing any guidelines or frameworks, however the results are

ore realistic when they are incorporated. 
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